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Poetry, Pictures and Stories

Survey may help
improve campus
transportation
JAMILIA JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
Last week,CampusPublic Safety

SaharRomani r wasone ofthemanystudents who readtheirpoetryat the Fragmentsreadingon Tuesday.
Forfull story, see page 8.

Many students not aware of
organic coffee at Hawk's Nest
Lisa Thompson
Staff Reporter

on campus? There is the Hawk's
Nest, the coffee carts in the Pigott

Building and the Barman Building;
Asthepeoplearoundhergoabout there is the Sideßar in the Law
their daily business, Seattle Uni- School andColumbia Street Cafe.
versity student Jessica Mclntyre
One cannot say the quality of
a
big
sits in
comfortable chairread- Starbucks coffee is better; SUsells
ing.
Starbucks coffee on campus. SU
It is Monday morning, and now even serves something on a
Mclntyre is trying to finish up the regularbasisthat Starbucksdoesn' t
last ofher homework.
organic coffee.
As reportedin the Oct.5 issue of
As she sips her tall mocha, she
blocks out the chattering of the theSpectato thecoffee is notonly
people aroundher,thenoise
morenaturalthanothers,but
of the espresso machines mmmt
its growing conditions help
and the sound of the cashprotect the environment
iers greetingthe customers.
while using the land to its
Like many other SU stufull capacity. Farmershardents, this sophomore scivesting thiscoffee are guarence major studies at the
anteeda minimumprice for
Starbucks on 12th and Cotheircoffee so thatthey ben-

—

r,

placed throughout the Hawk's
Nestadvertisingandeducatingstudents on the benefits of the organic coffee.
However, there are other reasons whystudentspreferStarbucks
over the Hawk's Nest. One of
these reasons is that people like
Mclntyre don't like drip coffee,

whichis the only kind the Hawk's
Nest serves.

See Coffee on page 2

360 students utilizing public transportation, SU is seeking input to
help try to find solutions that will
benefit both the city's transportation issues as well as the needs of
the campus. The survey delvesinto
carpoolinquiry and initiatives,askingstudents what will motivatethem
to carpool. With only 225 students
having registered carpool passes,
this question becomes important.

and the Transportation office distributedatransportation survey via
e-mail to members of the Seattle
University community. This survey, a requirement of the city in
accordance with the University
TransportationManagement Plan,
is a functional toolused toprovide
Mike Sletten, Campus Public
insight and generate data on com- Safety Manager,said that the surmuter patterns.
vey is to combat environmental
The survey is split into three damage, congestion and regional
issues.
sections and was distributed to faculty and both on-campus and offDue to environmentalissues and
campus students.Commuter ques- traffic congestion,thecity has hada
tions exploredriving habits, com- transportation programming remutedistanceand student's arrival quirement setwith largeinstitutions
anddeparturetimes.Includedinthe for many years," Sletten said.
commuter questions are many inHeestimates the city partnership
depth investigations into the rea- withtransportationhasbeen around
sons students use particular forms for about 15 years. With this also
of transportation.Initiativesare sug- comesalimit on how many parking
gested for alternative modes of spots can be on SU's campus.
transportation to be rated by the
From the student's perspective,
commuter.
parking is rather expensive and
The faculty andon-campus ques- sometimes scarce. However, SU is
tions aremuchmore truncated.They only allowed 1,535 parking spots
delve into work commutes and by the city. According to Sletten, a
working from home.They also ask new parking garage or a price cut
faculty if they engage in midday does not look like a possibility. The
excursions.
only future optionSUwillhaveis to

With approximately 1,800 single
driversparkingon campus and only

See Survey on page 3

Watercolor in Bellevue

lumbiaaboutonce or twicea week efit even when the marketis low.
Starbucks can boast its popularAfter polling 10 Starbucks cusity among both Seattlites and the tomers, all SU students, the major
rest of the world. They have the reasonstudentsstudentsneverdrink
marketing techniques to reach a theorganiccoffee wasbecause they
huge population, and they are lo- don't know about it.
cated across the streetfromSullivan
"I had no idea that they [the
Hall. But whydoSUstudents seem Hawk's Nest] served organic cofto prefer Starbucks over the coffee fee, otherwise Iwould have tried
it," junior Anne Fredericks said.
served at SU?
What couldbe more convenient
TheHawk'sNesthopes that will
than buying a warm cup of coffee soon change. Flyers have beenput
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Thismonth the Bellevue ArtMuseum ishostingthe 61stNorthwest Watercolor Society 'sOpen Exhibit. The
exhibit runs throughMay 27. For moreabout it turn to A&E.

NEWS
New ASSU Constitution under consideration
2

Scan Reid
Staff Reporter

more credits will be regarded as a weredisputesintheprevious ASSU someidea ofhow otherstudent govmember of ASSU; every member electionovertheGPArequirements ernments run.
willhave theright to attend any and for candidates who wanted to run
Withtheirown opinionsandideas
For the past month, a Constitu- all ASSU meetings and introduce foroffice.
inspired from other school constitional TaskForce within ASSUhas their ownlegislationfor voteby the
Ifpassedby ASSUand placedon tutions,thegroup went aboutcreatbeen working on a proposal for a officers.
the special election ballot, itwould inga new preamble appropriate for
new undergraduateconstitutionthat
There would also be instituted be up to voters within SU to ratify the SU constitution as well as the
replace the current ASSU con- two branches of student govern- the new constitution. To pass, the five main aforementioned initiament, Legislative and Executive, proposal willneeda majority among tives.
tution.
Membersof the group presented within the ASSU governing body; those students who vote.
All themembers within the Coninew constitution to the ASSU
council for approval yesterday at
the ASSU meeting in the Pigott
is for students who feel that they want to be
Building. ASSU plans to hold further meetings in the coming weeks
involved,but who
have the time to
for
to restructure and clarify items in
the proposalbefore gaining aconOFFICE."
sensus. If approvedby ASSU, the
FRESHMAN REPRESENTATIVE SEAN O'NEILL
new constitution will be put on a
special election balloton Wednesday,May 30.
four more officer positions would
The project that led to a new stitutionalTask Forceagreethat the
The ASSUofficers consisting of be .added to ASSU consisting of constitution originally began as a new constitution will createamore
the Constitutional Task Force are twoadditional At-LargeRepresen- task to simply remedy some errors efficient governingbody whilealso
ASSU President Virgil Domaoan, tatives, an Executive Vice-Presi- andclear up inconsistencies in the bestowingmore rights toSUunderFreshmen Representative Scan dent and a Secretary of Elections. current constitution.
graduates.
O'Neill, Transfer Representative Electionsforofficer positionswould
"We all went into this thinking
The four members of the Task
Gayatri EasseyandCommuter Rep- also only takeplace in theFalland we'd be working on some typos," Forceconsented that the ability for
resentativeTeresa Abellera.
Spring Quarters of the school year. O'Neill said.
students to bring forth their own
proposednew ASSU constiInaddition,thenew text outlines
"But we saw that more correc- legislation at ASSU meetings pre:ionis adramatic change from the specific responsibilities for ASSU tions needed to be made, and a sentsa tremendous opportunity for
iginal document. It outlines five officer positions, election require- wholenew vision was required for involvement.
important new initiatives that di- ments and the vision of the ASSU ASSU and our advocacy."
"Thisis for students whofeel that
rectly affect the undergraduate stu- constitution— all key areas which
O'Neill spearheaded acampaign they want to be involved,but who
dent body at SU.
the TaskForcemembersfeltneeded by the Task Force to research con- don't have the time to run for an
Under thenew constitution every revision and further explanation.
stitutions from other Jesuit univer- office," O'Neill said.
undergraduateenrolled withfive or
Eassey acknowledged that there sities in the United States to gain
Anyofficial student atSU willbe

til

"This

don't

run

an

»The

able to bring forth a plan or idea
they feel shouldbe implemented in
the student government, whichcan
then be votedon by council members.
The split of the ASSU officers
into two branches is also a significant step in the direction for more
unbiased discussion and operation
ofthe ASSU,according to the Task
Force members. The person in the
proposedposition ofan Executive
Vice-President would be a neutral
mediatorandchair in ASSU legislative meetings, an act that would
givemore active ASSU officers the
opportunity to voice their opinion
in meetings who were previously
unable because they were chairing
the meetings themselves.
While ASSUofficers continue to
hammer out the final details with
the TaskForce in future meetings,
SUstudents can look at copies of
the new constitution in the meantime. Constitutional Task Force
members will be on hand in the
ASSUoffice tomorrow from4 p.m.
to5:30 p.m.toexplainany concerns
interested students may haveabout
the document.
The Task Force members will
also continue to promote the new
constitution and raise awareness
aboutin among theSU student body

.

Coffee: students prefer Starbucks to SUcoffee

From page one

agreed withMclntyre.
"It is goodthat there is organic
"Idon't reallylikefdripjcoffee,"
coffee, but espresso does seemre- said freshman Dannet Liv as she
ally popular."Mclntyre said.
sipped on a caramel macchiato.
"If theyhad organic espresso that
"I just like it at Starbucks bemight be good."
cause it's sweeter."
Seven outofthe lOstudentspolled
Inaddition topreferringespresso

drinks overthe Hawk's Nest's drip
coffee, many students a/so prefer

the atmosphere.
All of the students interviewed
spend anywhere from one to six
days a week at Starbucks and are
drawnby thebigchairs,sofa, smooth

Admit one to Quadstock

Students mustpay admission this year

AMY BARANSKI
News Editor

'Theprimary reason SEAC has
beenunable tokeepQuadstock free
this year is due to the extensive

Students will have to pay to get
Quadstock this year.
he change came about when
AC decided torequire an admission feetocoverthecostsofholding

programming SEAC has done
"The quality and expense of
throughout the year,"LisaPascuzzi, Quadstock is steadily increasing,
President of SEAC said.
while SEAC's budget is not,"
According to Pascuzzi, the Pascuzzi said.
progammedevents were highlysueMany students who are shocked

f3
n

"THE

But the $38,000 budget for this

school year isn't enough to cover

CREASING, WHILE SEAC'S BUDGET IS NOT." LISA PASCUZZI,

the annual event. Admission forSU

£of

PRESIDENT OF SEAC
cessful compared to other years.
ButQuadstock remains the biggest
and most well attended event at
Seattle University.
SEAC says that the admission
fee willnot make SEAC anyprofit.
Instead,it will beused to coverthe
costs of bringing Save Ferris to

who don't drink coffee, it is definitely the atmosphere that keeps
them coming back to buy their
steamedmilk or juice.

Cinco
■

"Ijust comeherebecause there is
a place to sit," Liv said.
Despite the coffee being more
natural at the Hawk's Nest, students choose Starbuck's coffee because they feelitis abetter place to
sit down and dohomework.

de Mayo

Fiesta brings students to Quad
I on a rare sunny Seattle day

the event.

QUALITY AND EXPENSE OF QUADSTOCK IS STEADILY

studentsis $5in advance or$7 at the
gate. Non-SU students will be
charged $10.
SEAC began this year withabud$38,000. They did not set
de a specific amount for
Quadstock. Instead they budgeted
money for each of their various
events like Winter Ball, DJ Under-

music and the lighting of the famous coffee chain.
Evenfor thosepeople interviewed

to findthat theywillhave topay this

yearmay not realize that this event
hasn't always been free. Up until
twoyearsago studentswere charged
for Quadstock. In 1998 students
were charged $10 to see Colobo.
Pascuzzi encouragesstudents to
contacther with their questionsand
concerns regarding the matter.Her
office is located in the upper SUB

campus. Pascuzzi, did not release
the cost it will take to bring Save
ground and Jamaican Me Crazy Ferris to campus because the con- across the hall from the ASSU ofweek.
tract has not yet been finalized.
fice.
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Amyßaranski

News Editor
Yesterday hundreds of students flocked to the Quad to celebrate Cinco de Mayo.
Students enjoyed Mexican cuisine preparedby the hands of
MEChA club members.
The MEChA club organized the well-attended event with
monetaryhelp from ASSU.
Vice President of Student Affairs Angela Rivieccio thought
the event turned out well.
"TheMariachiband was great.The food was alsogreat.There
were a huge number of students there,and it was wonderful to
see such student support." Rivieccio commented.
The weather allowed the MEChA club to hold the annual
celebration outside. Last year they rounded up students to
celebrate the holiday in the Pigott Atrium.
Cincode Mayo is not theMexican Independence Day.In fact,
this is a widely thought misconception.
Mexico claimedindependence from Spain on Sep.15, 1810 at
midnight. The day really celebrates the victory the Mexican
army took over theFrench and traitor Mexican army of 8,000
near Puebla,Mexico.

News
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SECURITYREPORT
AustinBurton
StaffReporter

TwoRA's in Campion reported
possible narcotics activity.
CPS responded to the room in
question,whereallinvolved admitted to smoking marijuana.
The caseis now in the hands of
the student conduct system.

Twist and

Shout
Monday: 4-23-01

amanyellingand throwinggarbage
Patrolling CPS staff members around.
became aware of a missing traffic
He then began to undress and
sign from the 1lth and E. Marion tossed some of his belongings
parkinglot.
around the parking lot before SPD
CPS then spotted twomales car- escorted himoff campus. Theman
rying a traffic signpost out of saidthat he had been drinking.
Bellarmine Hall.
The two suspects eventuallyadmitted to having the sign in their
room and gave itback.

Required

Thursday: 4-26-01

Skipping Stones
Just Plop

you seen

Saturday: 4-28-01

CPS staff members spotted two

campus community members attempting to drive their vehicles up
the Campion north walkway.
Thedrivers weretold topark their
cars in the Cherry St. parking garage. CPS is following up on this
incident.

Campus Public Safety was disHave
patched to the lobby of Campion
Tower, where a student suffered
Saturday: 4-28-01
from a sprained ankle.
Disjointed
Another grounds staff member
First aid was given, and the stu- Tuesday: 4-24-01
reported that someonehad pulled
dent was apparently okay afterA vehicle was spotted in the
rocksawayfromthe waterfountain Saturday: 4-28-01
wards.
Bessie Burton Sullivan parking lot
in theNorthwestcorner oftheUnion
A student inCampionTower was
that was believed to be stolen.
Greenand threw themintothepond. in pain from a possible dislocated
The Seattle Police Department Thursday: 4-26-01
rocks were then fished out shoulder. CPS responded to this
Rre
Kids ran a check and discovered that it A groundsemployee called CPS andThe
call at approximately10:50 p.m.
situated
around the pond.
wasindeed stolenandreturned it to at 3 a.m. to reportaman diggingin
Dope? its
The victim reportedthat thishad
garbage cans by the Lemiuex Liowner.
inthepast.CPS thentranshappened
brary.
ported
the
victim to a local hospital
Tuesday: 4-24-01
CPS responded and were met by
for treatment.

me?

What is it with
libraries?

Those
Smokin

Cool

Backstage Pass

... in 1989

Survey: results show thatfew students take carpool advantage

From page one
Idexisting lots,

residenthalls.The Safety andTran- on-site child care,banking orother
sportationwebpagealsooffers many services.
niversitiesare not the only fa- helpful links.
Although Sletten did not address
ies that must comply to city and
stateregulations.Allemployers with
100 employees are requiredto
:ate a transportation programin
are able to do a carpool
accordance withtheCommuteTrip

Eii
«er

"We

Reduction Law.The law was createdafew yearsago, in an effort to
reduce environmentalharmandtraffic delays.

«In

Added to the resources SU pro-

the carpool/vanpool,"

vides, Metro has a website to help
carpoolers meet. The website is

support

Sletten explained.
"We are able to do a carpool http://www.riderlink.gen.wa.us.
matching for campus community
Students and faculty areencourmembers through a zip codedata- aged toreturn the survey byFriday,
base."
May 3.

MATCHING FOR CAMPUS COMMUNITY

MEMBERS THROUGH A ZIP CODE

DATABASE/

reviewing possible changes,

etten gives priority to those who

utilize SU's transportation facilities since they are using the resources that may be affected daily.
CTR-First Hill Employee's TransportationCord,theSafetyandTransportation Advisory Committeeand
the supervisory team in facilities
willalso be workingwith theinformation provided from this survey.
SUhas information readilyavailable on alternative modes of transportation. This information is advertisedonthe studentradio station,
kiosks, as well as in the University
Services Building and Student
Union Buildinglobbies and in the

emergency ride home program to

Mike Sletton,Director of Campus
Public Safety
how likely or feasible on-site
childcareand banking wouldbe,he
an immediate ride homein case of did address the other suggestions
emergency, personalized help ar- and noted that SU alreadyprovides
ranging a carpoolvanpool, or find- many of the services on the survey.
ing bus routes and schedules and
"We currently do an employee
Someof the proposedideasin the

commuterportionof the survey were

p|i?nf7f!fHHHHHHi
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Currentlyisseekinga self-motivated, career-minded individual to join our Seattle, WA team. In this
key role, you will be trained to underwrite a
diverse marine book, working with brokers and
independent insurance agencies in 5 states. The
ideal candidate will have completed at least three
years of undergraduate work with an emphasis in
Business Administrationor have recently graduated
with a degree in Business Administration; excellent communicationskills expectedand the desire
to succeed and grow within a world-renowned
organization.An interest in or knowledgeof boats
is a distinct advantagebut not essential. We will
train the right candidate.
We offer an excellent salary and benefits package
in a rewarding environment. Please forward
resume, with cover letter, to: Maurice Booth at
h.maurlce.booth@ace-ina.com

I
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Editorial
Campus must evaluate
driving habits
With preliminary results on Seattle University's transportation
survey published this week, it is apparent that the university must
up the effort to shift people toward carpooling and public
insportation.
The survey results show thatover 1 ,800 of thecars thatarrive atSU
onanearly daily basis carry only onedriver.In comparison, there are
fewer than300 carpools taking advantage of the carpool benefits at
SU.
Drivers are well aware of the parking crunch the campus faces as
the two parking garages and numerous lots fill up early in the
morning.
There areonly 1,535 spots available oncampus,but many of those
are set aside foruse byregistered carpools only.Carpoolpermits are
half the cost of regular commuter permits, and the university offers
assistance in setting up a carpool with people who live near each

f;p

Theproblemis few students areaware ofthebenefits ofcarpooling,
due to lack of promotion. Students may notice the carpool permit
option when they stop in to buy a single-driver permit, but at that
point, they already have a personal transportation plan.
SUshouldstep inearlierinstudents' planning, andoffer easyways
to find someone to carpool with. The carpooloption should alsobe
more visible, perhaps with an informational flyer given to those
students who purchase a permit.
For those students who need to stay oncampus later than average,
carpooling couldbecome anoption for themifthey hadanalternative
way to get home at night. The university could look into running a
simple shuttle service,or offeringovernightbikerentals to get home.
With a campus soclose to the core of the city, the public transportationoptions arenumerous.There arebuses running to every corner
of the city, and at all hoursof the day.Evenif someone chose thebus
over driving just one day per week, it would do a lot to help our
environment and our parking lot sanity.
Lastly, for those students wholive near campusbut drive to school
for the day because there is nowhere to park near their home, the
university could help students findalternatives to tying upcampus
spaces.Helping themobtaincity zone permitsorfinding reducedrate
parkingnear theirhome mightencourage them to leave their vehicles
there for the day and walk to school.
Campus Safety has done an great job maximizing the parking
spaces that exist and helping people get parked and get to class on
time. Perhaps with a campus-wide effort to increase the carpool
numbersor offer other alternatives, wecouldease the parkinghassle
all together.

It's time for the First Lady
to modernize her role
Jamila

TOHNSON
Spectator Columnist

The children fromMary Poppins
have left everlasting damage upon
my psyche.TruthfullyInevercared
much forany Disney flick,andMary
Poppins met my disapproval criteria well. However the concept of
the two bratty little kids being able
tomagically create theideal person
from mere words in a letter has
stuck withme.This singular acthas
appealed to me ever since,because
such an act is the epitome of a
control freak's

TheSpectatorEditorialBoard consists of Katie Ching and dreams.
Ever since Ifirst
Jim Rennie. Signedcommentariesreflect the opinions of the
laid my glazedeyes
AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE SPECTATOR , Se- upon the movie, I
attle University or its student body.
have wishedfor that
much control over
anyone.LastMarch
s

cattle

—

(—

v

pllverslty
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the country.As theFirst Lady learns
to adjust to her new backbone and
opinions Fox can air a prime time
show delvingintotheintricate realizations ofthemen they aremarried
to.

Iwould also like to see some
admittance that their husbands are
not always right.In the case of the
last
discontinued First Lady going
male consumer. Iam also requeston
and defending her cheatOprah
ing that a committee be formed in
husband,
Ifeel this was not a
ing
perfect
order to
the First Lady. I
strengthening
activity that the
keep
have several requests to
in
women,
or
men
for that matter, of
mindin thisreconstructingprocess.
the
have been excountry
should
I
First believe that she would be
posed
to.
I
think
we
would have
she
not
more effective if
did
wear
hairspray. One would think with preferred a president-First Lady
the amount of hairspray previously appearance on Smackdown!, no
displayed on the First Lady line, offense toLaura Bush and her past
that the flammability risk wouldbe marital problems.
The First Lady shouldalso be
so high that even the secret service

/ AM REQUESTING A RECALL ON YOUR
line of First Ladies. HistoricallyI
HAVE FOUND THIS PRODUCT TO BE

more available to
the general public.Iwouldlike to
see her attend the
boat show at the
center. She
>uld visit rural
lerica and take
hayridesand participatein pie-eat-

Epo

Iunsuccessfully
RATHER FLIMSY AND OF POOR TASTE.
tried to create new
ing contests. Oh.
presidential candiandif it is not too
dates with a cheery
rhyming letter. When Bush, Gore, wouldbe powerless toaidher.Also much trouble,maybe make the first
Bradley andthe otherfools failed to itsends a poorimage tolow-income lady lineshort and chubby inorder
be blown away by some form of families unable to purchase or lo- tocombat the incessant problemof
teen anorexia.
whimsical wind, Idecided that I cate Mega-Megahold hairspray.
Ihope you keep these suggesno
longer
should
Iwould also like to request that
try this method of
tions
in mindin the future.I
am not
change.
the first lady get ajobl The current
recount
requesting
a
because
Tipwhere
I
lady
But hark Ihave found
first
has toomuch time onher
went wrong.It is indeed the rhym- hands. Rearranging the White per doesn't fit the ideal First Lady
ingthat was toblame.Such a rhym- House bookshelves in accordance either.
Signed,
ing tone fits the annoyingly cute with the Dewey Decimal System
A veryloyal consumerof Ameripipsqueaks, but for an eighteen- seems like a waste. Isuggest Soyear-oldincapableof singing anote cial-Worker FirstLady, or possibly can canned politics.
Now allIhave to do is wait and
it justis not sincere.Idon't believe Tae-BoInstructorFirst Lady.Allof
anything shouldbe approachedin a those are preferable to redecorat- see if To Whom It May Concern
manner that does not fit them, so ing, trophy wife, and distanced responds.Feel free tograb a Snickers and wait withme, it may take a
withthis inmind,belowismy letter health care activist.
requesting the ideal first lady.
Iwould also like to see a back- while.
To Whom It May Concern:
bone surgically implanted, and
Iam requesting arecall on your maybe an independent opinion as Jamila Johnson is a freshman
line of First Ladies. Historically I well.If you seem low on opinions majoringincommunication. Her
have found this product to berather feelfree to usesome of mine.These e-mail
address
is
flimsy and of poor taste to the fe- surgeries would be for the good of tchippie23@hotmai.com.
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Corporations soulH not bo protected as Individuals
and move their institutions like a
greedy 4-year-old learning the
power roles in the game "Monopoly."
Atthis point, if you are presenting this argument, the averagecorporateapologist will perk up their
earsandsmilecondescendingly at

Joshua

Russert
Spectator Columnist

you.
"Silly dreamer,"they say,"don' t

Corporations are not people. tates harsh critique, though.
Nike is not a person, nor
Solet'shear thatassertion again:
Monsanto, McDonalds and A corporation is not a person.
Disney. Don' t tell that to a corpo- People havebloodrunningthrough
rate lawyer,though.
their veins; corporations have
1886,
Supreme
In
the
Court moneycoursing through theirs.
ruled in Santa Clara County v.
All humans are made equal by
Southern Pacific Railroad that a the grave, but corporations never
private corporation was in fact a die. They pass on their wealth and
human person under the Consti- power down through the years,

you know that corporations are
made up of people? You cannot
call corporations inhuman, for
they are shaped by the humans
that organize and staff them."
Untrue! To say that a corporationis "human"because itis composed of humans is like saying
thatanindividualis waterbecause

tution, with all the
protection that

great document extends to the humans

whoseforbears created it
Does that sound
strange to you?
Strange, but true.

you. Your ethics, beliefsandconscience define you.
Likewise, although

humans

power and direct corporations, it

is the charter to which they adhere. The charter and its priorities define the corporation, and
ultimately cause actions to be

taken.
What types of actions does the
averagecorporatecharter encourage when profit is the goal? If
money is the blood that flows
through a corporation's veins, and
the accumulation of money is the
charter's prime directive, then
what wehave hereis a vampire.
Suck all theblood you can.Destroy competition through merg-

duce tax burdens. Externalize environmental

and human costs. Race
to the cheapest nation
and destroy its human
capital for short-term
gain. Fleefrom the light,

We must balance the demand for profit with the
true, value-oriented needs of the humans who

serve and are served by the corporation.

The precedent put
forth by the high
court began the steady mutation
of private corporations from sociallyresponsibleinstitutions that
served a publicly granted and
publicly accountable charterinto
the globe spanning, heartless
monoculture spawning creatures
they are today.
Harsh words, Iknow, but what
betterway todescribethe current
situation. The very insanity of
considering an artificial human
construct with thepurposeofaccumulating wealth tobe ahuman

under therule ofthe law necessi-

changing CEO'sandmanagers,but
never shedding theirmortalcoil.
A person is a unique individual,
shaped by the past and responsive
to his or her community. A person
grows throughinteraction withothers, through communication and

he is composed of water. To say a
corporationhas a human face because it has a humanCEO is like
saying that you are aliver because

you have a liver as one of your
important organs.
The thing that makes a person a
healthy exchanges from outside person lies in the intangiblecontheir experience. Corporations struction of the soul. The closest
thrive by eliminatingcompetition equivalentin the corporatestrucand engulfing cultures in mind ture wouldbe the corporatecharnumbing"sameness."The modern ter. The liver, the heartand all of
transnational corporation has no your other organs work together
connection to the communities in topoweryour body,but ultimately
which it operates. They pick up they are not what truly defines

cloak

yourself

in

doublethink and creep
through the darkened
streets looking for the weak and
dispossessed. Above all, feel no
pity as you feed off the humans
whohave created you.
This is a sad state of affairs,
friends, when the institutions we
have created become disconnected from theirhuman components. It does not have to be this
way.
Corporations can, and should,
exist. They should providejobs,
products andservices. Theycould
create community and foster inclusion. All these options exist,

but only if the corporate charter is
fundamentallychanged.Corporate
charters can no longer focus only
on profit and shareholder return
on investment.Thecorporatecharter must reorient itself to serve
humanity,not profit.This isnot to
say that profit is bad. Hell no, we
should all expect rewards for our
labors. But we must balance the
demand for profit with the true,
value-oriented needs of the humans whoserve and are served by
the corporation.
If you are over at Alber's,reading this column before going to
your class, take up this challenge.
Not only can you become the human face of industry, you can become the soul. You can create a
new corporate culture that recognizes the artifice of the corporation, and takes back the reigns of
power.
This challenge, to reorganizethe
way we do business, is the most
important hurdle the human community will face in the new millennium. Those of you who are
enteringthebusiness world have a
greatburden. You are entering the
belly of the beast, but with the

right orientation, you mightbeable
to save the world.
Ask yourself this question:
Whom do Iserve?
Ihope the answer is not
Nosferatu.

Joshua Russert is a senior
majoring in journalism. His eaddress
is:
mail
russerj@ seattleu.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Anti-sonar
petition
Seattle and our student community has been offered many
opportunities to take to their feet
in the last two years. Students
have marched at WTO (N3O) and
most recently rallied in opposition over the Free Trade Agreement. Now there is an opportunity to take another meaningful
action.
On Monday, May 8, between
11 a.m. and 2 p.m., a concerned
group of Seattle University students will be on campus to educate and run a petition signing
campaign in opposition to the
Navy'sLFAS sonar testing.
In this time of peace, as a student or faculty member, youmay
take to the front lines inan environmental battle to save our endangeredmarine life.Theseconcerned students will give you the
opportunity to educate yourself
as wellasmake your statement to
deny the Navy's permit request

for sonar testing and deployment
over the nextfive years.Now isthe
time to take action.
The Navy Low Frequency Active Sonar (LFAS) is a critical international issue that has significant repercussions on those of us
living in the Pacific Northwest region. The Navy has continued to
push LFAS testing because they have already
spentnearly $400 million
on the technology. How- #
ever, it has been proven
that the technology is obsolete,inaddition to being
inadequate because of its
negative side effects
The operation of LFAS is
very simple. Anelectronic impulse
from a transmitterisconvertedinto
a sound wave and sent throughout
our oceans.LFAS, has been tested
inour oceans at frequencies of2 15
decibels.Thisismore than 50,000
times more intense than the 120-dB level whales are known to
avoid.These tests heldoff manyo
our coasts emit soundwaves that
are louder than a 747 jumbo jet
going off next to one's ear.
"These soundwaves have caused
disruption in feeding, breeding,
nursing,sensing andacoustic communication of many ofour endangered whales," cites the Marine

f

MammalCommission. The Navy
is responsible for the death of 13
Curvierbeaked whalesin Greece,
and 10 gray calves stranded alive
in California. The 120 decibel
soundwave also affects divers.
OneHawaiian snorkeler emerged
from the water with what the doctor described as symptoms comparable to acute
tt
trauma.

'

Navy spermit. We want theNavy
to know that it cannothide behind

its bureaucratic fallaciesandcon-

tinue the testing while they are
simultaneously destroying our
marine life.
Iwould like to think that after
all that we inSeattle have done to
protect our environment and our
international community, we
would not stopshort of this cause.
There is little threatin the next 20
years of any third world country
developingsubmarines thatwould
not be detected by our current
sonar systems. Help fight
against LFAS testing by
continuingyour education of this critical
international isk
I sue. On Monday
come out andsupjP^^%
has
port your fellow
come
students, use your
that we in the
voice to help say no to
Pacific North.FAS testing.
west can no longer
Concerned students
ignore the dangers of
may stopby either theChiefthe Navy's sonar testing. Currently the National Ma- tain or Bellermine hall between
rine Fishery Services is accepting 11a.m. and 2 p.m., Monday,May
comments until May 18, on 7 to gather moreinformation and
whether to permit the Navy to sign the petition.
continue testing LFAS. The time
to act isnow. The basic message Whitney Walker
that we want toget across toNMFS Senior,communication
is that we want NMFS to deny the

_
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The Spectator welcomes Letters to the

Editor.
Letters should be
typed and submitted
no later thanthe Monday before publication.

All letters must include the author's
name and daytime
phone number for
verificationpurposes.
Letters may be
mailed to:The Spectator,900Broadway, Seattle WA, 98122, e-

mailed to: spectator @
seattleu.edu or submittedinpersonto The
Spectator's offices in
the lower SUB.
If you're interested
inwritingfor TheSpectator, please come to
our staff meetings,
Wednesdays at Bp.m.

Arts & Entertainment
Once inEuropa is beautiful to behold
6

SEAN REID

Staff Reporter
Urban andrurallife collide in the
Mottola Theater Project's play,
Once in Europa.An adaptation of
the second novel by John Bergerin

his "Into Their Labours Trilogy,"
the production,under the direction
of John Abramson, focuses on the
irreversible damage caused to a
small Alpine villageby a big factory.

The themes of Berger's novel
showed the dramatic change in a
town's quaint farming landscape
thatdeclinesin theface ofurbanization. With the arrival of a manganese factory in the village, young
menleave tending soil to work the
machines with the promise of a better lifeand higherpay Berger,how-

.

ever,brings to light the devastating

consequencesof such an undertak-

—

ing focusing on the harsh work,
the smalldisease-riddencommunal
barracks and the ultimate loss of a
town's way of life.
In the vein of Berger's writing
style, Abramson's theatrical production of Once inEuropa tells its
story through its characters, notably in the life of Odile Blanc. The
play,itself, nevertruly hits themark
on the detrimental transition from

zed on Odile and the tribula-

rural to cold urban life, but it
does offer a tender portrait of a
country woman.Thisis a play
mindful of the heart ofhuman
beings how after misery,
when we shut ourselves out
from pain, weprevent the entrance of love as well.
Odile's life story is related
in the play through her young
and old personas. Actress
Michele Lyon plays young
Odile. whileheroldercounterpart comes alive through the
bodyofBettyCampbell. In the

ions she faces.
Her progressivestoryis filled
with love and suffering, as she
alls for a Russian immigrant
Stepan (RandyFoss),loses him,

—

nd then finds consolation in the
rms of a healer, Michele (proounced "meh-show"), played
>y Abramson.
Lyonplays Odile Blanc with

adaptationbypresentinganunusual
visual use of body work(castmembers, in one scene lie on the stage
and slowlyroll, simulating the tilling of soil)and a myriad ofsounds.
The true talentof the group is in
sound, as actorsoffstage creatively
use string and metalinstruments to
make machine sound effects, the
blowing of the wind and other
noises.
Odile's life in the play goes on
between the monologues of both

jenuine emotion and superb faialexpression.She simply falls
nto multiple expressions, wrin- actresses,but onlyreally hits home
ding betweenshyness, fury, re- to the audience when it shows its
play's opening, Campbell
cessionand delight.Fossmakes emotionally tender scenes.
speaksslightly offstage as Old
The best moments are the subtle,
competent performance as
Odile, recounting her life exStepan,but his accent isdistract- dialogue-free interactionsbetween
periences while hang-gliding
ng and hurts his ability to ex- Odile and the men whom she falls
cess his character fully.
in love with.The love ineach case
over herhometown landscape.
Lyon provides on stage action
Actor/director Abramsonpulls builds on a foundation of mutual
PROJECT.
ff a convincing mood of inter- compassion instead of being
as Campbell talks, while gen- Once in Europa is playing at Freehold's
stress, counteredby his por- spurned by wild, random infatuaerating her own monologue East HallTheateruntil May
al
13.
throughout the production in
trayal of Michele struggling to tion.
tandem. '
the smoke, spawnedfrom theburn- walk after he loses his legs in an
The scenes are deeply moving
,
accident and must use prosthetics. and soft at the same time, and reaLyon, in her bright, wide eyes ing manganese, "venom."
However, Campbell is slightly son enough why this showis beauand optimisticsmile,projects to the
Indeed,thepoisonreference takes
hold,
audience how she at first marveled
as the impact ofthe factory on unconvincing as the elderly carica- tiful to behold.
at the town factory nearwhich she thecommunity 's life begins tohave ture of Odile. She is too timid, not
Once inEuropa runs from May
grew up, entranced by the forma- negative effects. Odile's feelings appearing to be tempered by the 4-6 and 10-13, at Freehold's East
tionsofexhaustmadeby its smoke for the factory change after its ma- sadness Odile goes through in her Hall Theater on 10lh Aye. Tickets
stack.Odile's father,a weary fanner, chinesclaim a life and cause suffer- life.
cost $8.
For reservations and time inforscolds her for her interest, in amo- ing to thoseshe holds dear.
The supporting cast of Once in
ment of foreshadowing. He calls
The story, however, is central- Europa breathes life into the stage mationcall 206-729-1590.
T

urn,
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Bellevue Art Museum hosts inspiring —exhibition
Nicole Gyulay

Arts & Entertainment Editor
Pyramids thrustcrookedly intoa
greenand yellowsky Beneaththem
is a strange bastardizationof sand

.

and water,the many-colored sands
of the desert reflecting the pyramids.The whole imagelooks frag-

to be judged, and the winners have architecturally eclectic museum
—
their work displayed this year at but the art lovercould spend hours

ors to run together. It looks somewhatlike a brokenmirrorbut with a
images you will see this month at BAM.
reflecting on the beautiful images sense of being the embodimentof
"empty." What dishevels thisbleak
This is one of the nations most that comprise it.
theBellevue Art Museum (BAM).
Every year,The NorthwestWa- prestigious exhibitions, and the
Most art exhibits provide the re- interpretation is the name, "CovtercolorSociety, a society devoted quality of the exhibit definitely viewer with two or three paintings enant" how could something so
to promoting interest in the water- proves this.Theexhibitis small a that areparticularly interesting and lonelyrepresent a wordthat expliccolor medium, sponsors an annual dense splatteringofcolor brighten- worth mentioning, but this exhibit itlyrepresentsanagreementof two?
This exhibit causes the viewer to
exhibition.Artistssubmit their work ing a room that is quite dull for the warrants an extensive description
of virtuallyeverywork in the show. question to be interested in what
One good example of the art at the artist is getting at whereas
this show is on the front page: many exhibits are merely visual
"Zooming In," by Sy Ellens. But feasts.These watercolors will sate
this work is far frombeing thebest your hunger for aesthetic beauty
whilecreating an intense desirefor
in the exhibit.
interesting
understanding.
is
Thisexhibit is small,
One of the most
by
Galindo.
but
worth
if you enjoy art
seeing
"Covenant" Kristi
It is
apaintingof, well,nothing.Sharply that makes youfeel and thinkrather
angular,vaguelystar-shapedshards than just look. Theexhibit runs unof white and dark brown shapes til May 27. For more information
crash into each other, causing col- call (425) 519-0770.
merited, the paint crackedand dry.

This is just one of the inspiring

—

—
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you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll

KT^

not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leader-

\EJ|
E£u

ship skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTO Unlike any other coUege
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course you can take.

Meclical
School
Seminar
Monday,
- May7

5 PM 7 PM
Seattle Kaplan Center
Learn strategies to help you navigate the medical school application process.
Learn how to put together a successful application from the expertl
Featuring Maria Lofftus, former UC San Diego
Medical School Assistant Dean of Admissions.
Call 1-800 KAP TEST to reserve your seatl
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2 Year Scholarships Available! Call 296-6430 for information.
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Arts & Entertainment
BigLove. 50 sisters marry their 50 cousins with grisly results

7

Nicole Gyulay
Arts &Entertainment Editor
As "YouDon't Own Me" pipes
loudly from the auditorium speakers, threedisheveled women, wearingsunglassesand weddingdresses,
draghuge trunks down the sloping
sides of the reflective blue plastic
stage. When they reach their destination, they set the chests down,
open themand take out plates and
glasses, which they immediately
hurl against a glass wall withall the
force of a woman angered.
Thisis one of the opening scenes
of Big Love, the first play in A
Contemporary Theater's (ACT)
2001 mainstageseason. Written by
Charles L. Mcc, Big Love is based
on an ancient Greek tragedy by
Aeschylus called The Suppliants.
ButMee's versionof thisplay shows
little similarity to its predecessor
beyond the basic plot-line;it resonates with contemporaryhumorand

attitudes.
The conflict begins when 50 sisters arrive at a villaon the coast of
Italy and plead with the owner for
asylum.
Recently arrived from Greece,
the sisters are trying to escape the
tyranny of theirfamily, whosigned
a contract before they were born
that they would be married to their
50 cousins.
Although their cousins thoughtit
tobe a very fortunatearrangement,
the sisters do not want to marry

them and have resolved to fight ity createdmore by the effortof the similar are also the ones who are to
until the bitter end to avoid it.But actors than by the written dialogue. be married.
their efforts count for naught, and Thyona and Constantine are fiery
Another interesting aspect of the
production is the
asthenightoftheir weddings approaches,they
set. The stage is
make a bloody oath to
made of bright
blue plastic, with
murder their husbands
ontheir weddingnights
in it every
Naturally, ACT did
uple of inches,
not attempt to wedge
d steeply slopfifty brides and fifty
lsides that rise
grooms onto the
wardbackstage,
is unclear what
theater'smodeststage.
Instead, the sisters and
the purpose of
cousinsarerepresented
such a set is, but
by just threeeach:Lydia
its glaring artifiChernov),
(Hope
ciality added to
Olympia (Kirsten Potostentatious
ter) and Thyona
lingof theplay.
(DanielleSkraastad)are
Everything in the
play the costhe sisters and Nikos
(Michael Bakkensen),
tumes, the flamboyant mannerof
Oed(Jeremy Shaw)and
acting, the muConstantine (C.J. Wil—
son) are the cousins.
sic gave the
Although it would
play anawkwardseemlike using three to
ness that was not
pleasant, but
represent 50 sacrifices
a lot of realism, Mcc
ltributed to the
appropriate feelfoundasolution for that
problemthat isbothen- Bella (Roberts)instructs the rebellious Thyona (Skraastad)on ing of absurdity
tertaining and artistic. the virtues ofmarriage.
that accompanies
Althoughthere are only
the situation.
threein eachgroup to represent50, andstrong-willed;Lydia andNikos
All of the actors in Big Love detheir personalities are soone-sided are morediplomatic andundecided serve commendation. Judith Roband contrast so strongly that the about what they really want; and erts played two parts: Bella, the
characters representattitudes more Olympia and Oed are submissive veryItalian motherofthe owner of
than they do people.
and not too bright. What makes it the villa, and Eleanor,a hedonistic
come
even more interesting is that the English woman. Her accents for
yet
And the characters still
off authentic andinteresting,aqual- maleandfemalecharacters whoare bothare believable,and she distin-

!ams
K

K

—

guishes the characters well despite
the challengesofplaying twomajor
parts. As Bella, she especially
shines;her performance makes the
character far more interesting and
deep than the caricatures that make
up the rest of the cast. Bellarepresents both reason and love, showing that the two can exist in harmony.
SkraastadandPotteralsodeserve
praise for so skillfully playing their
caricatures; Skraastad personifies
rage, andPotter is a most entertaining airhead.
There aremanyunusualelements
to this play that can make it unnerving and sometimes even shocking,
butfeelingunnervedis anappropriatereaction. People'srelationships

are unnerving.

But Big Love tries to show that
we cannot let our nervesget in the
way of love. No matter how bleak
things seem, love still exists, although it may pop up in unusual
places.
This sounds like a jaded maxim,
butBigLove presentsit with a clar-

ity you cannot ignore and an integrity that makes you want to believe
itis true.
BigLoveis playing untilMay 20
at ACT, located at Kreielsheimer
Place on the cornerofSeventh Aye.
andUnion St.
Cal1the ACTticketofficeat(206)
292-7676,

or

go

to

www.acttheatre.orgfor moreinformation.
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for time, until
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Ciai y Chamberlain
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Features
Jeff Dorion

FeaturesEditor

After 42 issues, Fragments, SeattleUniversity's literary arts magazine, was showing its age.
Since its initial publication, the
showcase for budding poets and
artists has always been a low-key
affair. Publishedina simple, newsletter format,Fragmentswasprinted
on rough white paper and stapled
together.
This year, however, Fragments
has gone through a high-tech
makeover. Debuted at Tuesday's
reading in the Casey Atrium, the
2001 issue sports a glossy, magazine-sized look, and complex,
graphic-heavy layouts.
The facelift is largely due to the
addition ofthree SU graphic design

students to the usual Fragments
staff.
"It's so different this year because there was a lot more help,"
saidJennifer Elam, Fragments editor for the past two years. "We
approached the graphic design department when we decided it should
be more graphic-oriented."
"It allowed me moretime toguide
the process,rather thanjust doing it
allmyself, like last year."
This year's edition took shape
during Winter Quarter, whenflyers
for submissions appeared around
campus. Elam estimates that over
20 short stories,90 piecesof art and
nearly 120 pages of poetry were
submitted for publication.
After a lengthy decision process,
the Fragments staff settled on 79
pieces total for publication.

"Ithink that thepoetry this yearis
better quality than previous years,"
Elamsaid. "The whole thing turned
out reallyawesome."
Dominika Wrozynski, a senior
English major, had two ofher written pieces selected for this year's
issue.
"I'm grateful, as a beginning
writer, that a showcase like Fragments exists to recognize the work
of the SU community," Wrozynski
said.
Wrozynski read her poem, "A
Country's Lament," at Tuesday's
Fragments reading.
"This poem is about communist

Poland specifically, but it reflects
conditions that are stillprevalentin
some countries in this world."
Shawna Behling, a senior biologymajor,contributeda mixedme-

9

dia image titled "Time Management" to this year's issue.
"Iwas walking back from work

one day and was frustrated how
everyone was so caught up in their

lives that theynever notice thelittle
things," Behling said of her piece.
"Theyorganize every minuteof their
time and are just completely missing the point."
This year's Fragments is available for $4 at the Department of
English on fifth floor Casey.
Students interested in working
onnext year'sstaffare urged tosign
up at the Fragments booth during
Fall Quarter's Street Fair.

Artworicfromleftto right: "Organic,

"

by LaraMoskowitz; "Hutnan

"
v2.0, "byßobert Hanna;
" "TimeManagement, byShawnaBehling;
"Not Enough Time, by Robert Hanna.
.
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Late Tor an 'Appointment
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Lost, Iforget where Iam

supposed to be, and notice
where Iam: a soft, pine
bench inside a tunnel
of a park whose name Iwill know
only later. Such concrete

coolness, I
happily disintegrate
into the damp earth'
afternoon, while people become
birds, their calls
and insubstantial fluttering
all that defines them.

Marissa Guggiana
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SU softball season nears completion
Humboldt State University finds itselffallen against Redhawks
CARL BERGQUIST
Staff Reporter

really well with our offense, and
that carried us through," junior
Annette Gaeth said.
The Seattle University softball
"After beating HSU last year at
teampicked up a huge victory over home, we knew we could do it

only winof the
year.

Johnson
didn't allowan
earned run in
four and two-

number six-ranked Humboldt St.

again," Gaethsaid.

University onLogan Field, making

The Redhawks loaded the bases thirds innings
freshman as shelowered
SarahCarrierslammed a hit toright her ERA tojust
which allowed two runs to score.
2.37 onthe seaFreshman Carrie Ward followed son.
In a rare reup next, picking up an RBI with
another shot to right.
lief appearFreshman Kat Bielemeier con- ance, normal
tinuedherhot hittingstreak byadd- starter, freshing what proved to be the game- man Jennifer
winning run with a two-out single Hewitt proin the top of the secondinning.
ceededtoblow
Bielemeier has hit four doubles through the
and has a slugging percentage of competition
ERIN ROBINSON/ PHOTO EDITOR
"
.519 in her last nine games, to go over the next
Lady Redhawks gatherfor a "strategy conference.
The
withher team leading .370 batting two and a third
to
average.
innings
Redhawkplayers pulled insome received All-Conference second
Senior Cheryl Johnson took over record the saveand give SU a 4-3
post-season
awards even as their team honors, while Gaeth and
year,
victory.
where she had left off last
when shedefeated the thennumber
"We justput it together when we seasonstillhas acouplemoregames. sophomore Brittany Sullivan reCarrier and senior Casey Sprute ceived an honorable mention.
one-ranked Lumberjacks for her needed to," Johnson said.

it the second time in the past two
years SU has defeated the nationally-rankedLumberjacks.

The Lady Redhawks now make
the final turn for the end of their
season.
SU played Humboldt for the
fourth timein the past week, clawing closerand closer to a victory.
They started off the first game a
little road weary as they gave up
sevenruns in the first three innings
of the first gameof a doubleheader.
SU wasable to take advantage of
three first inning runs against
Jessame Kendall, whohad silenced
SU's bats over the last two meetings, allowingonly eight hits in 14
innings of work.
"We started out the secondgame

to start the game when

Cross country disguises itself as track club
Austin Burton
StaffReporter
For many athletes,theoff-season
is a time for rest.

But for some athletes, including
thoseon theSeattleUniversity cross
country team, thatisn't the case.
This spring, 10of the crosscountry team's 30 members arepartici-

pating intheSUtrack club, whichis
In high school,college and even basically a formofoff-season con-

the pros, the time inbetween seasons is used to heal nagging injuries, take some vacation time, or
just get away from the hectic life
that sports can create.

[

ditioning for the fall.
The athletes compete mostly at

Pacific West Conference track
meets, butthey aren'trecognizedas

official participants by the confer-

/^Snl^^fcr*

ence and the NAIA.
Most of the events that SU com-

400 meter hurdles, and freshman
Theresa Mangahas competes in the

petesinaredistance races,butthere
are team members who do other
events.

pole vault.
Thisweekendthe team will travel
Although a number of SU ath- to Sacramento to participate in a
letes have performed well enough meet withseveralDivisionIschools.
to compete for individual titles in
Thereason for this is that most of
PacWest competition, their efforts theDivisionIIschools willbehold-

Issaquah High School before she
and Briancame to SU in 1999.

Sophomore David Neilsen runs
the 400 meter dash, an event in
whichhe was oncea junior cham- will for the most part, be un-re- ingconferencechampionshipmeets
pionin his native Guam.
warded.
at the same time, from whichunofHealsocompeted infor theWorld
Some athletes have even posted ficial teams are not allowed.
However, Paula Montgomery
Championships last year.
times that would qualify them for
competition,
national
but
won'tbe
said
Freshman Matt Blame runs the
that a proposal has been made
capitalizing on those performances to the school tomake the track team
due to the fact that track and field is official.
not an official SU sport.
Until thatproposal isdecided, the
The club is coachedby the hus- team has beenable to get by using
band and wife tandem of Brian and funds from various fundraisers.
Paula Montgomery, who are also
Track and fieldisn'tas expensive
a sport as basketball or softball, so
the SU cross country coaches.
Both coaches weredistance run- themoneyissuehasn'tbeen amajor
ners at the University of Maryland problemso far.
before moving to Washington and
After the meet in Sacramento,the
track clubmembers will finally be
running forClub Northwest.
Paula coached cross country at able to enjoy an off-season.

Mi

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

iJbflondon
MM Brussels

[crush it].

you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire

skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your
career. Apply today at the Army ROTC department, with no
obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation.
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Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where
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ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course

2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.

you can take.

4341 University Way NE
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Pro athletes: retiring before their time?

AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Columnist
For whatever reason, sports fans
always want their heroes to "go out
on top," a cliche' meant to symbolize an athlete retiring when he has
reached the highest level of his or
her sport.
With the exception of golfers,
pro athletes who continue to play

election,a casualty of termlimits or

bers everynight andhave their team

a corpse.

in contention for a championship,

the concussion he sustained that
night.
Which, of course, brings us to
If Bill Gates were to leave the
computer business as soon as Win- Michael Jordan.
dows '95 debuted,he'dbe called an
As much as Jordan will be reidiot due to the future money he memberedfor what he did overhis
career,hisexits were something to
could have earned.
in
is
behold.
country
age
Retirement
this
65, a time when no one is in their
He went out on top twice, two
prime.
more times than most athletes.
If the average American worker
And as the possibility of another
retired in their prime, the country Jordan comeback next season, that
wouldbe onebig versionof Miami,
crawling with30-year-old retirees.

#3

Hakeem Olajuwon.
Willie Stargell won the National
LeagueMVP award when he was
39.
George Blanda was still playing the prominent fighters still plugin the NFL at 48 years of age, and ging along.
Unlike basketball or even football, boxing is on par with auto
racing as far as the risks involved

Athletes,however, are expected
to try to go out on top.
The concept is noble, but only a

If the average American worker

few have done it in the spectacular

retired in their prime, the country

fashion we always envision.
John Elway's last game wasone
in whichhe wonSuper BowlMVP.
Barry Sandersleft theLions after
histenthconsecutive seasonofgaining over 1,000 yards rushing.
But for every Elway there's a
intotheirlate30s and early40s run Troy Aikman, whoseperformances
the risk of having their legacies in his last few seasons werealmost
tarnished in the mindsoftheirfans. a shadow of his former glory.
What Idon't understand is, why
Sports are often compared to
are athletes expected to walk away movies, and one thing that makes
from what they do when they're at good cinema and sport is the
their best, when anyone else who storybook ending.
didso wouldbeconsidereda fool?
No one who saw it will forget
In the real world, hardly anyone howTedWilliams wentout,hitting
goes out on top ofany profession. a home run in hislast at-bat for the
As great as the 40-something RedSox.
presidents oftheUnitedStatesmay
But we'd all like to forget how
have been, eachone of them made Steve Young left the game, which
their exit as either the loser of an he might not evenremember due to

#1
#2

so why couldn't Jordan?
Plenty of athletes have accomplished great feats in middle age,
including Cal Ripken, Jr. and

pro wrestlers or singers.
There has not been oneboxer in
recent memory to walk away from
the sport unharmed, letalone ontop
of their game.
The list of fighters still playing
their trade longer than they should
is astounding: Evander Holyfield,
Roberto Duran,Jul ioCesarChavez
and razorRuddock are just some of

would be one big version of mlami
is the main reason people are op- Gordie Howe was still playing
posed to it because he likely won't hockey in his 60s.
For Jordan, a comeback would
go out inhisprime for a third time.
No one went out more perfectly not only meana lotof money, more
importantly a chance to prove that
than Jordan.
Game Six of the 1998 Finals, he is still one of the best in the
hitting thelast shot during a gamein world.
whichhe scored 45 points to comNobody wouldtell Al Pacino to
plete the Bulls' second three-peat. give up acting if he could still pull
Only Rudy had a better ending. off an Oscar-worthy performance,
But if anyone can buck the odds or if he could still command $10
andmake a successful comeback,it millionfora picture.

withcompeting.

Fighters can die as result of a
fightthatthey won, whichisexactly
what happened to Cresencio
Mercado two Saturdaysago.
The featherweight was making
his pro debut.
He was just 19 years old.
Last week, 37-year-old Pernell

Whitaker retired after injuring his
shoulder in a fight.

The former welterweight champion hadn't fought in two years
priortohisloss toCarlos Bojorquez.
Whitaker promised that he was

really finished this time, but only
the most naive fan willbelieve him

only when he physically cannot get
into the ring anymore.
wouldbe Jordan.
One sport where a little public
But in the case ofathletes inother
He's only 38-years-old,younger career advisementshouldbe more sports, the fans' desire to play career consultant doesn't apply.
than John Stockton and the same than welcome is boxing.

age as KarlMalone.

Those two still put up big num-

The numberofboxers whoretire
and come back rivals only that of

see Retiring page 13

-

Free Dinner Salsa Chicken
Celebrate the contributions and achievements
hv
of our outstanding students
Free Dessert Chocolate Mousse
Campus Life invites you to

-

The Annual
Student Recognition Awards
Celebration
Monday, May 14th
5:30 7:30 p.m.
Campion Ballroom
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FREE TICKETS
available now at the Campus Assistance Center in the Student Union Building
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Add pizzazz to your routine Baseball team wins!

SHANTI HAHLER
Health and Fitness Columnist
Everyonegets behindin theirfit-

ness routine right around the time
midtermsroll into town.
Here aresome tips to get through
those mid-quarter exercise blues,
and keep interested in your regi-

men!

2. MOVE YOUR BODY! We
4.KEEP A FOODJOURNAL!
havebeenluckyenough to be given Do you really know what you're
a couple hints of summer this past eating?
week, so take advantageof it!
Keep an accuratedailyjournal of
Beautiful skies and dry ground whatever itis you are feedingyourmeansit's a greattimefor a gameof self.
Frisbee, basketball, long walks, or
Remember that every bit counts!
any other activity that will get you You may be surprised at exactly
outside and moving.
what you are eating.
Takea walkdownBroadway and
window shop,or trek down to Pike
5. TALK! Don't let these feelPlace Marketand fill yourbag with ingsofstress andanxietyoverwhelm
fresh veggies and fruits for the next you.
Talk to a friend,family member
couple days.
or a counselor and let it out. Trust

3. STOCK YOURKITCHEN! me, you'llfeel a lot better, Idid.
After you get some fresh proAlso,come join me Wed., May9,
duce from the market, hit the grocery store on your way home and from 12-1p.m. inthe CaseyAtrium
pickupsomeskinlesschicken breast to interact with, andlisten toa panel

1.GET SOME AIR! Gooutside
and breathe, letting the air fill you
with energy and brisk vitality. A
couple of deepbreathscan do wonders for tired eyes and a sluggish

and fiber-rich cereal.
An addedbonus:carrying all the
groceries home will give you not
only a blast of cardio but a great
upper-body strength workout as

system.

well.

addressing media influences.
It's going to be very interesting
and alot of greatpeople from campus will beinvolved with the event,
including Jodi O'Brien, Phillip
Barclift,Mark WestandTerriWeis.

The l"Seattle University Conference on LocalHistory, 2001
Presented by A.A.Lemieux Library

History at OurDoorstep:
AnIntroduction to theHistory ofSeattle University and theFirstHillNeighborhood
Friday, May 11, 2001
The StimsonRoomand Schafer Auditorium
A.A. LemieuxLibrary
8:20-8:45

Registration, Coffee &Scones

8.45-9:00

"

Welcome& Introductory Remarks to the Conference
Fr.Stephen Sundborg, S.J., President, SeattleUniversity
John Popko,University Librarian, A.A. LemieuxLibrary, Seattle University

"
9:00-9:30

"Building a UsablePast"
for the study oflocal history
"A manifesto
Leonard Garfield, Executive Director, Museum of History and Industry

9:30-10: 40

"Primary SourceMaterials: Definitions,Uses,& Examples"
discussion on the variety ofresources that can support and enrich the study of local history
"A panel
Carolyn Marr, Librarian, Museum of History and Industry
" Scott Cline,Archivist, Seattle Municipal Archives
" Carla Rickerson, Head, Manuscripts,Special Collections,University Archives,University of
Washington
" Janet
Bishop,Reference & Instructional Services Librarian,A.A. Lemieux Library, Seattle
University

10:40-11:00

"Capturing NeighborhoodHistory: Seattle's FirstHill"
A description of the FirstHill History Project as a model for local history activities

"

Larry Kreisman,Program Director,Historic Seattle

11:00-12:30

Walking Tour of First HillArchitectural Landmarks
" Larry Kreisman,Program Director,Historic Seattle [Limited to approx 22 individuals]

11:00-1:00

LunchBreak (conferenceparticipants on their own)

1:00-2:00

"Seattle University: A Century ofJesuit Education"
of Seattle University and the process of writing it fromprimary source materials
"A history
Walt Crowley, Historian and Director, History Link

2:00-2:20

"Seattle University: 110 Years Remembered"
Public premiere of new university video
" Mick McHugh, Seattle University Alumnus Regent

2:20-2:30

Break

2:30-3:50

"A Visual History of Seattle's First Hill"
Slide presentation and discussion
" Paul Dorpat, Journalist andHistorian

3:50-4:30

"Teachingand Learning withLocal History"
Presentation fromSeattle University faculty and students on therole oflocal history or primary source
materialsin their educational experiences
" Fr. Thomas Murphy, SJ, AssistantProfessor,History, Seattle University
" Dr.Daniel Burnstein, AssociateProfessor, History, Seattle University
SU student internshipprojects andexperiences
" Anika Lehde,Intern, BurkeMuseum
" Julie Dowd, Intern, Frye Museum
" Christine Fox,Researcher,Pioneer House

4:30

Concluding Remarks
" John Popko,University Librarian,Seattle University.

ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL/ SPORTS EDITOR

Team membersZac Hustad, ChrisHaas, Tyler Branaham,DaveKang
andNate Eggers watch the action during a game against Western
Washington university two weekends ago. Thebaseball teambattled
Everett Community College last weekend, won their first game this
season, 7-5. They will take on Western Washington Universityagain
this weekendinBellingham.

Do you have
ideas for the
sports page?
Can you think
of things you
would like to
see in the sports
pages, and
haven't yet?
If so, then contact
Alexis Juday-Marshall,
the SportsEditorbycalling x 6472, or stopping
by the office today!

Contribute to
your local
sports section!

With a money-savingEurailpass,you
can make tracks In Europe wherever
and wheneverthe impulse moves you.

-

A variety of Railpasses are available, including:
EunilSelectput Youth Travel any 5 to 10
days in 2months (pick any 3 bordering
countries out oi 17), from $230*

r^B"^ai!Europe

America's Leader in StudentTravel

counciltravel.com
424 Broadway Aye. East
Seattle

206-329-4567

'Must be under ige26 on first day ol travel.

"
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before their
time?
frontpage 11
The fact that fans want Jordan to
away from the sport just to

stay

keep their memories pure and endings storybook is ridiculous.

13

have been made from a baseball
standpoint.
'
Ichiromay havebecome thecity s
Before the season started,Iwrote latest celebrity,but Sheffield is still
that Ifelt as if the Mariners should getting the job done inL.A.
have traded Ichiro Suzuki for the
He'shitting .315 toIchiro's .333,
Dodgers' Gary Sheffield.
but has more homeruns, RBIs and
Now you may think that afterthe walks.
M's league-best record in April, I MaybeI'mjuststubborn, butI'm
would pull back, but at least for sticking to what Isaid.
now, Istill think the trade should
Last week, a man who wasconInother news

...

victed of usingTiger Woods' identity to purchase $17,000 worth of
stuff was sentenced to jail time.
Anthony Lemar Taylor was able
toobtain adriver'slicenseandcredit
cards using the name Eldrick T.
Woods, although he looked nothing like the golf superstar.
Among theitems purchased were
a 70-inch TV, stereos and a used
luxury car.

«

!■■■

Taylor was found guilty of eight
and two counts of
perjury.
Oh, did Imention that this happened in California?
Per the "three strikes" law, Taylorreceived a sentenceof200 years.
Maybe he can use the time to
improve his swing.
Or at least his grip.
counts of theft

miiiiißq

■■■■"■

j Stop reading The Spectator... j
j ...and start working there instead, j
■

Now Hiringfor tHe 2001

Managing Editor
Lead Story Editor
News Editor
Opinion Editor
A & E Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor

i

S

i

S
!
i

i

j

i
I
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Staff Reporters

- 2002 school year:

J
J

Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Photographers
Editorial Artist
On-line Editor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Distribution Manager

Submit a cover letter, resume
and five clips or
a portfolio (if
-.
/applicable) by
MpV
FrirfAV
*\ n
m
XO Hv
uy O
rUUay, Ivlcty 1R
p.ill.

Send to

J
\
J
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J
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The Spectator
900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122
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Questions? Call (206) 296-6476 or e-

mailspectator@seattleu.edu
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AT FIRST HILL
1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe
Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier
The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.

Excellent for Roommates.
To find out more about the building and also
the special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantaqeparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878
The Spectator " May 3, 2001
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ASSU
ASSUBriefs:

I

This quarter's meeting times for ASSU!

Want to Get Involved on

New Constitutionon the way
Campus?
Last night Council held a 4-hour meeting in
Run farMSSURepresentative Positions...
order toreview anddiscuss the newconstitution.
It wasdecided that there willbea specialelection
Important dates to remember:
held on May 30inorder for it to be approved by
the student body.
Resident representative election
May 7 Final absentee ballots available
Due to the length of the Council meeting last
May 9 FinalElection
night, the Elections Committee was not able to
May 30 Special Election to approve the
count the ballots, which would determine the
finalists for the Resident Repposition. They will
new ASSU constitution
havebeen counted by 8 a.m. today.
FAFSA forms
Any questions, please contact Virgil at
Jim White, of Student Financial Services, indomaoanv@seattleu.edu or x6050.
formed a council member that 30 percentof SU
students still have not filled out their FAFSA
forms. White noted that if one does not fill out
The ASSU office is locatedin the Student Union
their FAFSA,they are not eligible for financial
aid.
Building, room 203. ASSU offers services such as
support to clubs and student advocacy.

—
—
—

ASSUCouncil meets every Wednesday inPigott 102 from
7:45 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.
The following meet in the ASSU office, SUB second floor.
Clubs Committee: Wednesday, after Council meeting
ElectionsCommittee: Monday, 8 to 9p.m.
PresidentialCommittee: Sunday 4 to 5 p.m.
AccountsCommittee: Monday, 7 to 8 p.m.
The following are the names of the representatives oneach
of the committees this quarter.
Elections:Adam Ahlbach, Virgil Domaoan (chair),Angela
Rivieccio, Annette Gaeth
Clubs: Angela Rivieccio (chair), Adam Ahlbach, Teresa
Abellera, Chris Canlas,Mick Souders, Abi Jones, Hector
Herrera,Matt Sanderl, Carl Bergquist
Accounts: Steve Sullivan (chair), Matt Sanderl, Mick
Souders, Gayatri Easseay, Dave "Crunchy" Crepeau, Scan
O'Neill, Abi Jones
Presidential: Virgil Domoan (chair), Scan O'Neill, Teresa
Abellera, Chris Canlas,Gayatri Eassey, HectorHerrera

Club Events andAnnouncements

Tf>e tO^h Anna at Luao
„
P°'° Vaue 'la Ka 01 O Hawaii
acctt
c
r
ASSU, & Senior
Class
"Sharins the Beao+v of Hawaii"
committee presents:
Saturday May 5» 2-001
open
Campion
$14
p.m.
you're
buying ticket,
Ballroom;
Doors
at 5:30
student, $16
Hrn '0 Nani Hawaii

a

General. If
interested in
contact Chanel at chanel@seattleu.edu or purchase it at the CAC between April 26 and May 3.

A NEW CONSTITUTIONFOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS?
ASSU, your student government, is proposing a new conIf passed in the ASSU Council, the constitution will be
stitution. Copiesare availableinthe ASSU Office and willbe placed onthe ballot for the May 9thFinal ASSU Election and
posted on the ASSU Webpage (http://www.seattleu.edu/ willonly comeintoeffect ifpassedby a majority ofstudents
assy/). Questions? Contact us at 296-6050 or e-mail any voting. This constitution will affect all undergraduate sturepresentative of ASSU (E-mail addresses available on the dents at Seattle University.

website).

What the proposalincludes:
-Under the new constitution, every undergraduate enrolled
with five credits or more per quarter shallbe a member of
the ASSU. Currently onlyregisteredundergraduates with
ormore credits are considered members.
concerns.
— Friday, May 4 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. — Information 12-Every
membershall have rights clearly identified in the
Session in the ASSU Office
Constitution.Some of these rights are the right to voteinall
— Wednesday,May9 — FinalElection,pendingapproval ASSU elections, the right to attendany andall ASSU meetingsandtherighttointroducetheirownlegislation.Currently
of the ASSUCouncil.

—

—

UpcomingEveiitS:
Today throughMay 9 Comeby the ASSU Office for
a copy of theconstitution and get answers toany questionsor

*^^
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/senior Class Committee Presents:\
Thirsty Thursday
TfEPT T C

\
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(Located in Post Alley)
drink specials §€ No cover with SU
\3
\.
21 and over only
/
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flreyouinterestedinacareerm
the field of social services? Well
than come to the CfIREER Ffllß
in PiqOtt HtriUinOnThUrS day,

MflV 10 from 11:38-1:30
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mayz

Seattle MentalHealth, Medina
Children's Services and many
-,
i
more agenCieS. COme and learn
your future in social
more about 3
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Acoustic Hour
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M»f 7
edition. Quadstockk T-

A Boston folk singer and

Bellarmine Lobby
7pm -10pm

A nationally
acclaimed comedian,
plus free drinks and
snacks What could
be better?

-

smn

songwriter.

Free refreshments and
SU talent!!! This is the
ticket.

.
Sm-Xm"

Remember:
Enter between

Thirsty Thursday
w/ Shawn Johnson
4 th Foundatlon

*
*

1

some bevrage.

.

will require ID.

P

P

"

Catch a sneakpeek at a
Quadstock band a
special performance.
SU drink specials all
p*. ■»«*..

1

1

Ptao^andtannan
non su 9uest
"
Ono
Per Person
Noßack P acks
9c s
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1
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I

ThUrSd3b

£££.

Mocktailsand
awaeness Cutch

I

-The election of the FreshpersonRepresentative and the
Transfer Representative willcontinue to take placein the fall,
howeverthe election for allother positions will take placein
spring.Currentlythereisanelectioninfall,winterandspring.

Old Skool Carnival

auadst.ck

«*"""■ Educators
Bellarmine Lobby
73Opm-83oPm

SerUICeS.

President, and a Secretary of Elections.

WeJneS<)33

TUeSJ93

ee

j

solutions. These branches will be the Legislative and the
Executive. Having two branches of government will also
allow for morestudents tobeinvolvedinstudent government.
Currently thereis only one branch of government.
-There will be four new positions added to the ASSU —
TwoadditionalAt-LargeRepresentatives,anExecutiveVice-

—

mOflday

Spoulyourf<voril
tunes with your
friends; impress us
with your talent; sing
those songs you'renot
supposed to knowthe
s to »' sfunand

Rarrmar-ii rantar
Ctnnoma// ntSLUUcry
JlUlltfLUail
CtriHtrr,

-There will be two branches of government to facilitate
moreefficientidentificationof issues and implementationof
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Q
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Attention Class of 2002:
Applications are now available for SENIOR CLASS COMMITTEE!
Applications are available at the CAC and are due by 4:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, May B.
Senior Class Committee is a co-chair position
You MUST aPP'Y asa team

Karaoke Lunch

learn about potential jobs. There
from
lilill
„ be repreSentatJUeS
_.
Seattle Emergency HOUSing,

Hosted by the Social Work Club
of Seattle University.

J

there areno rightsoutlined for ASSU members inthe Consti-
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The Best Week of the Year!!! Don't Miss These Events!!!
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

*1

400 " Services
500. For Rent
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600. Misc

200. Help Wanted

500.For Rent

FRED HUTCHINSON CAN- 12135
Mt. Baker church seeks experi- CER RESEARCHCENTER
Assist in clerical/receptionist
enced caregiver for infant room.
"Advancing Knowledge,Sav- duties in Public Health Science
Sundays 9-12. $ 10/hr.CallJennifer ing Lives"
Division. Schedule appointments,
(206) 923-2293.
Located in Seattle, Washington distrib notices, prepare materials,
the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Re- word process documents. High
searchCenter (FHCRC) is a world- school diploma or equivalent. OfSummer Work Study Eligible renowned researchinstitutionwhich fice experience with word processStudents Wanted. Help lead youth formore than 20 years has pursued ing, strong written/oral communivolunteer program for Mercer Is- itsmission to eliminate cancer as a cation skills.
land teens. June— August, full- causeofhuman sufferingand death.
OnCall FoodService Worker
time. Lead projects and volunteer We currently have the following #TO-12168
activities. Interest in working with openings. For full listing and deProvide relief for staff on vacayouth and/or previous volunteer
information,
Prepare,service foodandbevtailed
see
tion.
experiencesaplus $10/hr.Flexible www.fhcrc.org.
erages. Assist in catering, set up
schedule. For applications packet,
Research Project Interviewers and cleaning. Variable hours.Food
call (206) 236-7293.
#TO-12088
handler permit preferred.
Temp part-time, 15-19 hrs/wk,
Full info @www.fhcrc.org. InApril-Sept., 2001 for research clude job # w/resume and e-mail/
SUMMERCAMP JOBSfor men project. Some positions evenings fax/or mail to: FHCRC/HR, 1300
and women (6/16 8/24/01).Spend and/or weekends.Conductcomput- ValleyStreet, Seattle, WA 98109,
your summer in a beautiful setting erized phone interviews, record E-mail jobresponses@fhcrc.org.
while in worthwhileemployment. data.High school diplomaor equiv. Fax (206) 667-4051, TTY: (206)
Hidden ValleyCamp(GraniteFalls, 6 mo telephone interviewing/ 667-6861. An Equal Opportunity
Employer Committed to Work
Wash.) Needs: lifeguards, drama couseling pre'd.
Specimen Processing Tech I Force Diversity.
counselor, and RN, driver/maintenance staff,kitchen staffand more. #TO-12043
16 hr/wk, Fri./Sat. Provide lab
Room/Board/Salary. Interviews
SummerJobs Available:
available on campus. Call (425) specimen processing to programs.
Help children find meals and acEnsure receipt,process, data entry
844-8896 for more information.
in
of specs. QA prog, order tivities the summertime! SummerFoodHotline
Staffneeded from
consumables. BS biological scior return
June
1
15.
Answer
1-July
ence,3 yrsinclinic labreq'd.Strong
parentsinterestedinsumcallsfrom
customer serv.,analytical skillsdemer programs for their children;
sired. Phlebotomy exp.a plus.
use computer program to match
Program

them with nearest program. Bilingual staff (Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese) strongly preferred. Must
be efficient, have pleasant phone
manner and be comfortable with
computers. $10/hour. Variable PT
to FT. Flexible hours, including
some evenings and weekends. The
Children's Alliance, 172 20th
Aye,Seattle98122.(206)324-0340.
Attn: Shelley Curtis.EOE: people
ofcolor andwomen encouraged to
apply.

—

—

.

Assistant I#TO-

Available: 2 rooms to sublet in3
bedroom apartment, June-Sept.
$400 + utilities.Pref.female. (206)
264-7580.

600. Misc
ADOPTION: Happily married
couple wishes to adopt newborn.
Full-time motherand successful father to love, care and nurture. Expenses paid. Call Terry & Bob 1-800-652-6183.

Become a Silver Cloud Valet:

The Spectator is where
it's at! To advertise, call
Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474
or fax him at
(206) 296-6477.

Silver Cloud Valet, the
Northwest's leading valet service,
is now hiring for both full and part
time positions in the Seattle/
Bellevue area. We have a number
of shifts available days, nights,
weekdays and weekend.If you are
responsible, hard working, have
excellent customerserviceskills and
are interestedin making $8-$12 an
hour, we invite you to fill out an
application at 3901 Stoneway N.
Ste.100 in the Wallingford district
of Seattle. We are open Mon.- Fri.
between8 a.m.and 6p.m.For more
information,call Jerryat (206) 633-

The cost for classifieds is
$5.00 for the first 20 words
and 15 cents a
word there after.
All classifieds and
personals must be
submitted byFriday
at 5 p.m. for the
Thursday edition.

I

-4944. Come join Silver Cloud Va- I
let during this exciting time of
growthand opportunity!EEO/ AA/ 1

Pte-pavplease.

M/F/D/v

I
\

Personals
Hey Smurfs!
It's time to come together and
take it to the next level!
<l.
Coach

—

You guys are the best; Ican't
—
wait for this weekend! XC
„

Even with their new logo, our
mascot isbetter than U.W.

—GOREDHAWKS!

Happy Anniversary Babylove!
The tangohasbeen sweet.Thanks
° me to dance. Ithink, my
for asking
Antonio
,
,
.
card
is
filled
for iL
the next *year!
v
You brighten
— Olive Juice
You are my hero! v
my day.
— Sunshine
Novice oarswomen scare me.

You're stillcool with me G.

E3!

„

_,

_

To my Sour Gummy Bear,
Stay chewy!
Love,Cash Monkey

. .—

.

..
.

..

—

AnticRebecca
Thank you for alwaysbeing there
when I
need you!You are the great-

.Love, Angel
. ,

est!

That's spelled S.F.S., nothing
else

ARE You READY To HAVE so^E ft/A/?
Then come down to the Lower Mall (in front
of the Columbia Street Cafe) on May 16th
from 10AM -2PM and experience an

Come check out cool new trucks,
tricked out cars, food, prizes, music
and more!

Redefine Your Limits.
<3$ T° p
ISFI $H
nfe» POTMHi
MSM

|1|

mHHLI
Ig^^^

/ifes^S^iu^
(^O^SITITIIThT?
l?RfO>^v
MJB® oai&Miatt
Donations will be accepted for the
West Seattle Food Bank.
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rso, this quarter is just flying byTi/J
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The quarter is hdf over..
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SHANNON VAN LIEW
'
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Neopolitan Bonaparte leads theFrench Vanillas into
battle.

to draw cartoons for

The Spectator]

We are now accepting applications for cartoonist positions for the 2001-2002 academic
year. Submit a portfolio of 10 cartoons, cover letter and resume including two references
to Katie Ching 900 Broadway, Seattle, Washington 98122 or drop application packets off
at The Spectator offices, located in the basement of the Student Union Building. Call
(206) 296-6476 for more information.
The deadline for applications is Friday,May 18 by 5 p.m.
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